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What are the most important aspects that should influence your decision of SSC
localization?

Central Eastern Europe is still a vibrating and a developing region, with a strong value
proposition when it comes to planning the location of a global SSC. It is already a long
history when the first multinational companies decided to centralize their transactional
administration processes. There was a certain tendency of moving from classic
outsourcing to nearshoring and finally farshoring models finding India and other Asian
countries the best price-value decisions for location projects, however the story has
changed dramatically geographic-wise as function of centers moved from back-office to
decision making front office functions and become so-called center of excellences. We
describe in this paper of criteria that should be analyzed when making the decision which
country and city to choose in the CEE region.

Background

We are a team of professionals, with more than 20 years experience in Business Process
Outsourcing industry supporting operation and set-up of shared service centers
(furthermore “SSC”), business process outsourcing centers (furthermore „BPOs”) in
Central Eastern Europe (furthermore “CEE”) region.
BPiON is a new wave accounting and payroll outsourcing company focusing on process
and technology driven services, supporting SSCs as well. The novelty of our service affords
us access to best practice processes of various companies around the world.

Criteria

Irrespective of what maturity SSC you plan to set up -simple focus on cost arbitrage on
centralized transactional recordings or deploy value-added services-, certain qualitative
and quantitative assessments should be performed.

We grouped the criteria into 4 main sections, such as:

+ Talent Access

+ Cost

+ Infrastructure

+ Strategic location advantage

Bela Kakuk
CEO

First some context



100%

Criteria and weight 

Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Weighted

TALENT ACCESS 35%
Workforce volume, skills and education 70% 25%

Attrition 15% 5%

Scalability to more senior functions 15% 5%

COST 25%
Salary levels 80% 20%

Incentives 15% 4%

Economic and political  stability 5% 1%

INFRASTRUCTURE 20%
Real estate and related infrasturcture 100% 20%

Strategic location advantage 20%
Chance for set-up process 70% 14%

Time zone compatibility 10% 2%

Attainabality 20% 4%

TOTAL 100%



Most emerging CEE 
SSC locations

We would consider not only Warsaw as the capital city but
other Tier 1-2-3 locations of Poland as well since it provides
realistic price/value alternatives.

90% of the Hungarian SSC market is concentrated in
Budapest, since talents and office locations used to be
available more around the capital city, but this landscape is
changing fast and new fascinating cities are talked about in
the SSC community, such as Debrecen, Szeged or
Székesfehérvár .
You can learn more about the Hungarian SSC market in
HIPA-HOA Business Services Hungary 2018 report.

There are 2 locations in Romania that provide the best cost
arbitrage in the region. Bucharest, its capital city is
comparable to other capitals, while the technology driven
culture of Cluj has put the city on the SSC map. Bucharest
accounts approximately for 50% of the whole SSC sector in
Romania.

50.000
ees in BSC sector

279.000
ees in BSC sector

125.000
ees in BSC sector

https://bpion.com/hipa-hoa-business-services-hungary-2018-report/


GOING INTO DETAILS.



1
Workforce volume, skills and education

TALENT ACCESS

There is no doubt that access to the talent pools is the most important criteria of
localization projects, since SSCs are still a “people business”. There is a relation
between the size of a city, number of universities and the quality of the
workforce. How can you get some further assurance on that? Involvement of a
local professional firm for talent pool validation is a must. Our advice is to spend
time on proper talent market analysis before you make your final decision.
There is no other cost elements of the analysis which can offset a wrong
decision on workforce pool and skillset. Access to management partly made
the whole region ahead of Asian counterparts, it can be an important decision
criteria choosing between Tier-1 or lower level cities.

On the other hand, if your centre is not delivering the most innovative R&D
solutions, a good benchmark of a location could be to see what type of other
centres have already decided about this particular location. Your brand and
company should be strong enough to stand this competition or you may face
higher risks on the long-term.

Language is still one of the most important criteria when selecting employees.
Although studies available will show relatively high language capabilities
everywhere for global languages such as English / German / French, talents
speaking “exotic” language such as Scandinavian or Hungarian are rather found
in capital cities.



It is not only important to have access to talents but also to understand how
easy it is to retain them. Although it is more of a consequence of the culture of
the company itself, but we can state that attrition in 2nd and 3rd tier locations is
usually lower than in 1st tier locations, simply because there are fewer
opportunities for job seekers. If there is less noise, people are less tempted to
change.

2
Attrition

Your task is to find the best location for your centre today, however as a leader
you see the future of your company and what it can offer for your colleagues
later. Many locations can be a good fit for current needs but as business evolves
there can be serious limitations for improvements. Nowadays there is a trend to
deploy higher value-adding functions to CEE locations, but it certainly takes
time, and you as a leader should predict how to motivate current people and
eventually find talents with the required knowledge when new, more
complex processes are to be brought over. Technology will help to cut certain
functions, but new ones are born in order to utilize those new technologies.
You should have a vision where the technology you are using is heading
towards, hence how it helps people operating that technology. Therefore it is
important that second and third level improvements of a certain centre should
be considered as well during the initial feasibility of the project.

3
Scalability to more senior functions

Technical 
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Language 
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for selection employees



4
Salary levels

COSTS

Cost arbitrage is no longer the primary criteria of localization decisions. Cost
savings are important factor, but the quality and accessibility of workforce is
even more critical since countries are “suffering” record low unemployment
rates. Taxes and contributions on salaries are relatively similar in the region after
significant structural changes in Hungary and Romania. Salary levels are rather
different if you start to compare 1st versus 2nd tier locations. You may reach even
30-40% cost saving of placing a centre to small 2nd or 3rd tier locations, however
you should carefully consider the size of the centre and the need of high
qualified management. Our experience is that the biggest challenge in lower
ranked areas is to find experienced managerial level people or to replace them.
Higher value-added generating centres are still to find talents in capital cities
easier than anywhere in the countryside.

If you happen to be interested in some of the CEEs general gross-to-net
comparison, please click and download our calculator here.

https://bpion.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Cost2Net_salary_calculator_BPiON_HUN_POL_RO.xlsx
https://bpion.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Cost2Net_salary_calculator_BPiON_HUN_POL_RO.xlsx


Incentives can influence the cost level of a certain location. First and foremost,
you should be familiar which is the local development agency, whose task is to
attract new investments into the region. There are straightforward advantages of
1st tier locations therefore incentives are usually provided if the centre is planned
somewhere in the countryside. Incentive can be direct funding, training cost
compensation or tax allowances. Our experience is that nowadays incentives get
lower rankings among the selection criteria, since the quality of workforce and
cultural fit beat all traditional cost and incentive factors.

5
Incentives

There are many aspects of economic and political stability, such as chance of
retroactive legislative changes, how temporary budget deficits are usually
handled by governments etc. Europe –especially EU member states- provides the
most stable business environment comparing to other popular center locations.
Our advice is to exclude this risk by choosing CEE over countries where economic
and political stability can be a huge constrain as a trade-off reaching higher
returns.

6
Economic and political stability



7
Real estate

INFRASTRUCTURE

Real estate is usually the second highest cost element in the P/L of a centre.
Relaxing rooms and subsidised canteens or bars are must-have features of a
modern workspace nowadays. Real-estate supply can be rather a constrain in the
countryside. We should do the comparison of the selected location to other
options within a reasonable distance and within regions as well, since you never
know when will the center be forced of unplanned expansion. A well located and
furnished office is critical for employee retention, therefore try to mimimize the
trade-offs during selection process.



8
Chance to set-up process

STRATEGIC LOCATION
ADVANTAGE

Even if you allocate the best of your people during the set-up phase of a centre
you should rely on local subject matter experts to achieve results within a short
period of time. You need these external specialists from day one, therefore it is
very important, which service providers can come along with you within the
planned budget. Outsourcing companies with good track record can accelerate
set-up activities and support you shadowing your processes until the centre
reaches its final structure and size.

We always recommend performing local site visits, where the new
management -or the decision makers- can meet development agencies,
governmental offices, universities, recruitment agencies, outsourcing providers,
real estate providers and you can easily check the internet bandwidth as well.
You shouldn’t undervalue the atmosphere of a certain area and whether the
general culture around the region fits to your corporate one.



9
Time zone compatibility

10
Attainability

It seems straightforward but time zone compatibility with the countries to be
served is essential. We have seen centres to be located to CEE with the primary
objective to act as intermediary between Asian and American offices of the
Company.

Your new centre should be easily attainable for senior corporate people and
project managers responsible for the set-up and the ultimate success. Their
involvement is key for the success of the centre. Flight, train and other
transportation access should be analysed on a longer horizon in order to decide
whether our senior people will be kept motivated during their journey.



CONTACT US.

99 Váci avenue
Budapest, 1139
Hungary

Sound easy, right? It is!

However, one of the common pitfalls companies does, is that
they try to do this exercise without involvement of local
providers or allocate too much responsibility on these
external experts.

Do it right and make a smart decision. Call BPiON.

Our CEE focused BPO and SSC services combine best
practice processes already proven, innovative custom-
built technology, and dedicated battle-hardened service
teams to either nearshore and offshore or supplement your
in-house resources.

Béla Kakuk
CEO, Partner
bela.kakuk@bpion.com
+36 20 77 55 811

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiJk5VKmwvh-1vsNvbvc85w
http://www.bpion.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bpion-services/
https://www.facebook.com/bpionservices/
https://www.instagram.com/bpionservices/

